Gun Drill (Deep Hole Drilling) Tool Grinding Machine
Item Code: ECG-MD600

FOB Price:

$1,533/set

Mini Order:

1 set

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

528.0lb (240kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
ECG-MD600: Universal Cutter and tool Grinder
Adopting precise roll guide on the table, it makes the table is stable and operated smoothly.
Then motor could be rotated 360degree, it could increase the grinding function and range of the machinery.
With variety of options can be provided for different purposes.

Features:
Variety of options that provides different
purposes.
Easy set up.
It is easy to operate.
Fast and highaccuracy of the Grinding.

ECG-MD600 (No Stand)

ECG-MD600F (With Stand)

Specifications:
Longitudinal travel of table: 185mm
Cross travel of saddle: 120mm
Working table area: 125x520mm
Vertical adjustment wheel head: 140mm
Vertical tilting range of wheel head: 360°
Size of wheel: 125x50x31.75mm
Speed of wheel: 3,600 RPM /2800RPM
Motor: 1 HP, 110V /220V /380V
N.W. /G.W.: 170kgs /240kgs
Size of packing (L x W x H): 750x700x800mm

The machine Universal Cutter and tool Grinder comes with different accessories, each one has different uses.
The standard accessories are: 50H universal grinding attachment tool, 50C universal grinding attachment tool.
The optional accessories are: 50D end mill grinding attachment, 50k Multifunctional cutter and tools grinding attachment, 50Q gun drill
grinding attachment, radius grinding wheel dresser, R-type turning tool grinding attachment, 50S 3-Jaw motor grinding attachment.
Standard accessories:

Optional accessories:

Details
Power Supply
Maximum Colet Capacity
Main Applications

220V / 380V, 50 / 60Hz
3mm-28mm
This grinding machine applies to grinding high-speed
steel, carbide cutting tools and other materials. With a
variety of accessories can be grinding: Forming tools,
end mills, face mills, R-type cutter, cylindrical milling
cutter, cutter blade on three sides, single angle of
milling cutter, reamer, cutters, R type sharper, rolling
cutter, drill, tap, engrave powerful cutting tool, chamfer
knife, round cutters, cylindrical, face grooves, forming

noodles.

Specifications
Introduction Accessories:

50H universal tools grinding attachment.
Price: $200

50C universal tools grinding attachment.
Price: $200

Capacity: grinding rounded cutter, such as side milling
cutter, endmill blade, hobbing cutter, circular cutter.

Capacity: general grindingturning tool, CNC turning tool, roughing turning
tool, plane cutter, and different angles of turning tools.

50D end mill grinding attachment.
Price: $357

Radius grinding wheel dresser.
Price: $450

Capacity: for grinding 3-28mm endmill blade or endmill
edge (taper shank or straight shank), or side milling
cutter.

Capacity: 3-28mm engracing cutter, R type endmill, and all kind of endmi

R-type turnning tool grinding attachment.
Price: $310

50S 3-Jaw motor grinding attachment.
Price: $450

Capacity: 30mm regular turning tool, angle turning,
CNCturning tool, R-type turning tool, arc turning tool, and
other turning tools.

Capacity: 3-100mm internal and external grinding attachment.

50k Multifunctional cutter and tools grinding attachment. 50Q gun drill grinding attachment.
Price: $420
Price: $420

Capacity: 5-40mm gun drill bit, compact, easy installation and operation, sa
Capacity: 0-50mm (taper shank or straight shank) drill bit,
processing time(can finish all angles grinding at the same time). Finishing w
step drill, screw tap, side endmill, round bar.
high precision and high power.
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